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The He(cz,p)7Li,7Li*478 Reaction Near Threshold 

R.J. Slobodrian 

Université Laval, Département de Physique, Laboratoire de 

Physique Nucléaire, Québec, Canada (ilK 7P4 

and 

H.E. Conzett 

University of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

Berkeley, CA 94720, USA 

Differential cross sections for the reaction He(ct,p) Li, Li*.478 MeV 

have been obtained at nine energies between 37 and 43 MeV in the laboratory 

system. It is shown thatthese results are consistent with a non zero 

inelasticity in the £=4 partial wave of the entrance channel. Comparisons 

with the reaction cross section for the He-c interaction are discussed. 

MeV  iclear Reactions He(a,p)Li,Li 478 	= 37-43 MeV Lab; 

measured 	; eE 	calcuiated (E) from analyses of angular 

distributions. 

PACS:: 25.60 

This work was;suportedty the 1ir€ctor, Cf ceofErergy Research, Office 
cT Basic Energy Scences, Nucie:ar Scientes Division of the-U.S. Department 
OfEnergy, nder Ccntract W- 5-ENC--48 and the AE(B, NRC, NSERC 

aai), and TCCMinistry. of £ducatiion, QLCbec). 
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Introduction 

The present reaction, leading to the ground state of 7Li, is the 

inverse of one widely studied since 1933, and was first investigated by 

Burchain e,t aL at 38.5 MeV. The transition leading to the first excited 

state of 7Li at 0.478 MeV can only by studied through the ct-ct reaction. 

Recent work has been reported by King et aL 2 ' 3 , mainly related to the 

astrophysical relevance of the 7Li+p and 7Be+n channels. The present 

paper is a detailed account of work performed sometime ago 4  which has 

motivated recently short communications 5 ' 6  in relation to the 7Li and 

7Be abundance in the universe and its implications for nucleosynthesis 3 . 

The analysis of the 7Li+p channel angular distributions is also relevant 

to the understanding of the elastic a-ct scattering in the neighborhood 

of the opening of reaction channels, and this aspect of the subject was 

the leitmotiv of the investigation. Our results are in good agreement with 

those of King e...t at. but provide a better mapping of the cross sections 

very close to threshold. 

Experimental dtai1s 

The variable-energy feature of the Berkeley 88 inch cyclotron was 

particularly useful for the present investigation, which overlaps older 

experiments carried out at the old er:1e]ey Crocker Lthoratcry 7 , degrading 

the 48 :MeV alpha :particle :beam erie.i.gy  with foils,. The beam energy width 

for typical operating conditions was small 1aboitt 30 keY), permitting 

therefore small and :meanii:gfl .:stps for the measure ent :f  the .lar 

distributions with su fici'ent detail. The advent of sl:ld state detetors, 

with hiher resolution [O0 .:këV) and lower h:akgrou that the crystaLs 

used in the trker láboratoiy exeLnents 	per1thitt:ed the detecti;n and 

perfect separation f protons fTt)1fhO 	nsition: 10 tle gn.tind sand first 
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excited states of 7Li, as shown in Fig,l. 

The cyclotron beam was conveyed to the experimental area with a trans-

port system consisting of a quadrupole lens Qi,  a switching magnet S 1  

and a second quadrupole Qii . At the exit of S 1  the beam was analyzed 

using a slit AS 1  , which provided an energy width selection. The beam 

shape in the 36" scattering chamber was determined by a defining slit 

followed by an antiscattering slit. 

The beam was stopped in a water cooled Faraday cup with a magnet for 

suppression of charged secondaries. The beam current was integrated with 

a'vacuum tube electrometer. The charge collection accuracy was checked 

repeatedly with currents generated by a constant voltage across calibrated 

resistors, and was found to be better than 0.5%. The voltages used for 

the calibration were monitored with a null electrometer. Optical alignment 

of the scattering chamber slits was effected with a transit. One suchslit 

was attached to the rotating table of the chamber. The center of the chamber, 

defined by a spire and the entrance slit were aligned permitting subsequently 

the setting of a slit attached to the rotating table on the 00  direction, 

to within ±0.0250. The table was remotely controlled and the positioning 

of angular settings was better than ±0.. 050.  The beam transort system was 

stable and tight so that rio changes in beam 	could be expected 

4uing an angular distribution measurement well within the qu:oted angular ac 

curacies. iThe thaiber pivots around the center of the entrance slit, hence, 

for alignment on the beam, it suffices t:o center the latter on the entrmce 

slit and then rotate the chamber around the pivoting point as required. 
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The beam was mapped with the slit on the rotating table 

The beam energy was determined through the measurement of its raige 

in aluminum, using calibrated foils on two rotating wheels. This method 

relied on the accuracy of the conversion of the experimentally measured 

proton ranges 8  to alpha particle ranges. The relative values of the 

thus measured beam energies were checked against the cyclotron magnet and 

RF values and excellent consistency was found. Similarly the alpha par- 

ticle spectra pulse heights at fixed angles were consistent with the energy 

values. 

The gas was helium 99.99% pure and was contained in a stainless steel 

gas cell with a continuous window made of 0.5 mil duraluminium. The 

absolute pressure was measured with a mercury gauge and was kept close to 

1 atmosphere. The mercury column height was measured to ± 0.5 mm. The 

temperature was monitored with a thermometer on the lid of the chamber to 

± 0.250C. The gas cell was interconnected with the gas container with all-

metal pipes. The system was vacuum tight for the range :f  diffusion pump-

vacuum (10 torr). After careful pupirig and iutgas.sing the target gas 

remained free of contaminants. The pressure and temperature measurements 

were made via a closed circuit W system for eath .spectmm. 

The detecticn geometry was defined by a vertical front S1it and a 

square rear perture, together with an 	istatterin:g baff1e a.t the ceter. 

The collimation system was â1igned opticáliy with ;a :traisi,. the gas 

2- geometry factor9  in zero order is given by G00 - !- 	, where 2b1 
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is the width of the front slit, 2b 2  is the width of the rear aperture and 

£ is its height, R and h are the distances of the rear aperture to the 

- 	 center of the chamber and the front slit respectively. Our value was 

= (1.534 ± 0.006) x 10 cm. Higher order geometry corrections 9  

were found to be negligible. 

The charged particle spectra were measured with Si Li detectors with 

a resolution of 100 keV for the protons, peindtt'ing a complete separation 

of the groups from the ground and first excited states. The detector 

pulses were sent to 400 channel pulse height analysers and to fast 

scalers, the latter permitting dead time corrections. Such corrections 

were kept below 1%. 

Results and analysis 

Figure 1 shows sample proton spectra obtained in the present experiments 

and figures 2,3,4 and 5 show some of the experimental angular distributions, 

measured at nine energies between 37 and 43 ivIeV  laboratory energy. It is 

easy to satisfy oneself on the basis of theprinciple of detailed balance 

that, despite the high energies in the entrance channel of the reactions 

tiIiedLhere, ie are deaflng with a compound nucleus reaction because the 

fial state energim 're crery, sml1. This is the substance .of the investi-

.gations :of the :i-verse reaction Li+p 8Be ct+c one of -the earliest 

• :rea.cctiorrs .stied innut1ar ysics.Jng1is Thas given a very detailed 

-. anaI-y.sas 	,. 
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In general, for a reaction 

A+a-C+B+b 	, 	 (1) 

where C is assumed to be a compound state of angular momentum 3, the 

angular distribution of the reaction products can be expanded in terms of 

asum 

do - \ak c0s2ko . 	 (2) 

k= 0 

If the orbital angular momentum of the initial system is T' and that of 

the final state is 2.. 2 the value of L which gives the highest power of 

cos2 o to be found in the angular distribution is given by the minimum value 

of the set i,]., Z2 and 	The original assumption of Inglis 10  (for the 

inverse reaction) was that only t=l and 9.=3 protons were responsible for 

the reaction, and 2=O and i=2 alpha particles were emitted. Thus a good 

representation of the reaction should be given by expression (2) with k=2 

do 	+ B cos 2 e + C cosO . 	 (3) 

However if 1=4 alpha particles are emitted (or feed the 7Lii-p channels 

in the inverse reaction) it is necessary to consider an additional term 

P cos6 O. Figures 2 to 5 show minimum x2  fits to the data using expression 

'(2) with L=l, 2 and. 3. The data at 39.94 MeV (figures 4 and 5) show clearly 

the improvement -of the fit with D cos 6 o. The energy dependence of 

the coefficients of expansion (2) with L=l and .2 are shown in figures 6 
	

U 

to S. The coefficients with L=l, 2 and 3 at 39.94 MeV are given in Table 

J. The energy region where the co8 6 '0 term is important is 

sharply defined inenergy. This was borne out subsequently and independently 
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by the phase shift analysis of the cz+'He angular distributions where, 

due to the evidence provided by the cross sections of the 7Li+p channels, 

absorption was included in the t=4 partial wave. In the notation 

= aL +i 9,  , where 	is the scattering phase shift, 84 is a measure 

of the absorption of the 1=4 partial wave and we show in figure 9 the 

energy dependence for phase shift solutions of Ref. 4. It peaks sharply 

at 19.72 MeV (energy in the center of mass) and is sizeable only over a 

region of 0.5 MeV. The need to include a term in cos 6 e has also been 

established independently by King et tie. 3)• Figure 10 shows the cross 

sections for 	and 7Li*477+p  and their sums compared to results 

1) 	 3) by Burcham e.t aL 	and King e-t aL . Such cross sections were obtained 

by integrating the angular distributions of protons at each energy. The 

values are also shown in Table II. The cross sections for the 7Li+p 

transition are in general agreement with the inverse reaction cross section 

measured by several groups' 2 ' 13 . The discrepancy cited by King e..t 

is solved when their inverse cross section properly accounts for the identity 

of the two final state particles -and, 1-hus, avoids double counting 14 .. The 

coefficients of the expansion (2) are not related in a simple way to reso-

nant parameters, and their investigation is beyond the scope of the present 

paper. The considerable ambi :guities of the analysis of such coe-ficients 

have been discussed at length by Inglis 10  and is demonstrat•ed by contra-

dictory assignments of resonant parameters:fcr .f res:onance by otiher 

-authors in the seine enezgy region' 5 ,. Straight phase jshift enly';sis of 

a+kHe scattering seems to be the :methd to be preferre:d for ev€n spin 

4 ) parity states of 8Be. 
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Concluding remarks 

The main result obtained from the study of the cL+kHe + 7Li-t-p, 

reactions was, historically, independent evidence for the 

presence of absorptive effects in partial waves with 2 ~4 in the en-

trance channel, missing in the comprehensive analysis carried out by 

Darriulat16 . The present interest is mainly astrophysical 3 . The 

complete determination of the problem posed by the interaction of alpha 

particles above threshold for particle reactions requires the investiga-

tion of all open channels, and even closed channels with thresholds near 

a given energy region 1  . King e,t a.e. 3)  have made measurements at a 

few points near threshold in the ct+'He 7Be+n, 7B*431+n  channels 

by capture of the radioactive 7Be recoils and subsequent counting of 

the decay y rays. A more complete investigation could be pursued either 

by neutron detection as has been advocated 4 ' 5 ' 6  or by the identification 

of the 7Be recoils in a j\E-E detection system. Such systems have been 

developed and used in heavy ion reaction studies at energies as low as 

1 MeWA, thus the 16.8 to 16.9 MeV energy of the Be recoils at threshold, 

due to the GM mass motion, is clearly sufficient for direct detection. 

The total reaction cross section as a function of energy, is another obser-

vthië capable of providing additional constraints for a formal descript iofl 

of the reac-t i-on and its -determina.t-ion is also desiráb1e. The reactions 

with a totally symmetric initial state (:space spin and charge) and 

chare sym:tric .finI stavesare ideal testing grounds for charge syi-

met:ry ;and Its vicLations. Increased accuracy 'is certainly possible in these 

,:stidies, both xpxinenta1.ly and theoretical]y. :1-b eftily there will 'be 
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a new beginning along these lines for such reactions. 

We acknowledge the able help of the 88" cyclotron 

staff in its early operation (1964) and the many agencies 

in two countries which have supported our work along the 

years, AECB, NRC, NSERC (Canada) and FCAC (Ministery of 

Education, Quebec), and the Director, Office of Energy 

Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Nuclear Sciences 

Division of the U.S.Department of Energy (and its pre-

decessors) under Contract No. W-7405-ENG--48. We also 

would like to render warm homage to our collaborators 

E. Shield and S. Yamabe who are, unfortunately, no longer 

with us. 
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TABLE I. 	Coefficients of the expansion dci/dc2 = 	ak cos2k0 for L=1, 2 
k= 0 

and 3 corresponding to the reaction a+He - 7Li-t-p at 39.94 MeV to 

the ground and first excited states. 

STATE A B 'A B C A B .  C D 

Ground 5.61 -1.76 6.39 -9.06 8.98 6.05 -3.52 - 7.36 12.07 

0.478 MeV 3.37 2.45 3.01 7.47 -6.46 3.25 17.42 -59.73 52.17 
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TABLE II. 	ct+He -* 7LiGS.+p and  7Li*0.478.fp  cross sections 

Ea(± 100 kV 

[MeV] 

aGS 

[nib] 

a0478 

[mb] 

aG.S. + a0•478  

[mb] 

37.48 9.8 ± 1.5 

38.54 24.2 ± 2.0 16.5 ± 2.5 40.7 ± 3.2 

38.96 35.5 ± 2.5 23.2 ± 2.3 58.7 ± 3.4 

39.44 49.2 ± 3.1 38.5 ± 2.5 87.7 ± 4.0 

39.94 64.6 ± 2.6 52.1 ± 3.1 116.7 ± 4.0 

40.56 30.5 ± 2.5 44.7 ± 2.7 78.2± 3.7 

40.99 27.0 ± 2.2 40.5 ± 2.6 67.5 ± 3.4 

41.61 17.9 ± 2.0 1 	31.4 ± 2.2 49.3 ± 3.0 

43.04 13.1 ± 2.1 16.5 ± 2.0 29.6 ± 2.9 
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Figure captions 

Fig.1 	Proton peaks at 0L = 16
0  and 0 = 200 at Ea = 40.56 MeV 

lab. 

Fig.2 	Experimental differential cross sections for the reaction 

ct+'FIe -'- 7LiS +p at 40.99 MeV lab energy. The solid line 

is a least squares fit in terms of eq. (2) with L=2. 

The dashed line is for L=l. 

Fig.3 	Experimental differential cross sections for the reaction 

7Li*478+p at 40.99 MeV lab energy. The symbols 

and fits are the same as in Fig.2. 

Fig.4 	Experimental differential cross section for a+He - 7LiG +p  

at 39.94 MeV lab energy. The solid line is a least squares fit 

with eq. (2) with L=3, the dashed line is obtained with L=2 

and the dash-dot line with L=l. 

Fig.. 5 	Same as Fig.4 but for ct+'He 7Li*478+p. 

Fig.6 	Plot of the coefficients of the expansion da/dc2 = A+Bx 

= cos 2 O) as a function of energy. The solid dots and open 

tircles represent A and B respectively. The lines are drawn 

to guide die eye :a) for Lip and 1.) for a+He 

Li 

Plot cf the cc eff.icients of the expansitn 	,/dQ .= Ai-Bx+C 2  

cos2 e) :for the reaction c+He - 	+p as a function 

.fener.gy.. 1he dots., ciideS and triangles represent A B 

-and C respectively.. 
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.*Ø • 477 Fig.8 	Same as Fig.7 but for ai- 4He -' Li 	i-p. 

Fig.9 	Plot of 04  corresponding to two phase shift solutions for the 

elastic angular distributions. 

Fig.lO 	Cross sections for the proton channels: 7Li-t-p is given by 

dots, 7Li*0478+p is given by upright triangles. The sum of 

both channels is shown by solid squares for the work reported 

here, the open square is taken from Ref.l, the inverted triangles 

from Ref.3. There is good overall agreement. The lines are 

polynomial fits of the data. 
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